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DNS.SB Transparency Reports are released twice a year. These reports inform the 

public about disclosure of user information and removal of content required by law 

enforcement and other government agencies. 

 

 

Since legal processes, technology adoption, and other factors can impact the security 

and privacy of users, these reports contain information on user data disclosure as well 

as technical efforts to enhance security. We will not sell, rent, or give away any of 

your personal information without your consent. Our respect for customer privacy is 

equally applicable to commercial requests and to government or law enforcement 

requests. 

 

 

 

In this transparency report, we will review the statistics for the second half of 2019,  

including: 

- Requests for Content Data 

- Requests for Basic Subscriber Data 

- Requests for Other Non-Content Data 

- Requests for Content Removal 

- Requests for Content Blocking 

- Requests for Uniform Domain-Name Dispute Resolutions 

 

Read on for the details. If you are not familiar with any of the terms used in this report, 

please take a look at our official website (https://dns.sb/). 

https://dns.sb/


 

German government information request 

Requests for User Information in accordance with German legal process. 

 

Category Requests 

Answered 

Requests in 

Process 

Total 

Requests 

Content Data 0 0 0 

Basic Subscriber Data 0 0 0 

Other Non-Content Data 0 0 0 

Content Removal 0 0 0 

Content Blocking 0 0 0 

Uniform Domain-Name Dispute 

Resolutions 

0 0 0 

Total 0 0 0 

 

 

International Government Information Requests 

Requests for User Information from government entities outside Germany. 

 

Region Content 

Data 

Basic 

Subscriber 

Data 

Other 

Non-Content 

Data 

Content 

Removal 

Content 

Blocking 

Uniform Domain-Name 

Dispute Resolutions 

United States 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Hong Kong 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Estonia 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Australia 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 



Conclusion 

 

DNS.SB remains committed to protecting personal privacy and maintaining 

transparency as essential parts of our commitment to our users. We will minimize the 

amount of data we disclose or the amount of content we take down as much as legally 

possible. Through our transparency reports, we’re continuing to shed light on our own 

practices, while also hoping to contribute to broader discourse on platform 

governance. We will continue to publish this report on a semiannual basis. We hope 

that this report will be helpful to you. You are encouraged to let us know if you have 

suggestions for additions to future reports. Please be advised that we may restate data 

as we go forward as more complete information becomes available or if we change 

our classifications. 
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